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ABSTRACT

A series of experiments were conducted in a wind-wave tank facility inMarseilles (France) to study

the effects of preexisting swell conditions (represented by long mechanically-generated waves) on

wind-wave growth with fetch. Both monochromatic and irregular (JONSWAP-type) long wave

conditions with different values of wave steepness have been generated in the presence of a constant

wind forcing, for several wind velocities. A spectral analysis of temporal wave signals combined

with airflow measurements allowed to study the evolution of both wave systems with the aim of

identifying the interaction mechanisms transportable to prototype scale. In particular, a specific

method is used to separate the two wave systems in the measured bimodal spectra. In fetch-limited

conditions, pure wind-wave growth is in accordance with anterior experiments, but differs from

the prototype scale in terms of energy and frequency variations with fetch. Monochromatic long

waves are shown to reduce the energy of the wind-waves significantly, as it was observed in anterior

laboratory experiments. The addition of JONSWAP-type long waves instead results in a downshift

of the wind-wave peak frequency but no significant energy reduction. Overall, it is observed that

the presence of long waves affects the wind-wave energy and frequency variations with fetch.

Finally, in the presence of JONSWAP-type long waves, variations of wind-wave energy and peak

frequency with fetch appear in close agreement with the wind-wave growth observed at prototype

scale both in terms of variations and nondimensional magnitude.
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1. Introduction38

The infinite diversity of waves in the ocean makes the understanding of the complex sea-states39

dynamics rather difficult. Numerous experimental studies both in the field and in laboratories40

have been carried out over the last decades to improve the knowledge on the particular case of41

bimodal sea-states or more precisely on wind-wave and swell combination. Many field measure-42

ments (Donelan et al. 1997; Hwang et al. 2011; Vincent et al. 2019) show evidence of a modified43

wind-wave generation in the presence of swell. However, field experiments can hardly be gen-44

eralized due to the specific wind and atmospheric conditions varying from one experiment to45

another. In wind-wave tank facilities, wind-wave and swell combination can be studied in con-46

trolled conditions using a wave-maker (e.g. a mechanically actuated paddle) for representing swell47

and a closed-loop air circulation to produce a quality airflow creating short wind-waves above the48

long mechanically-generated waves (paddle-waves). Thereby, both wave systems are sufficiently49

separated in frequency to observe a bimodal sea-state. A series of experiments was conducted in50

a well-controlled laboratory environment in Marseilles (France) with two objectives. The first one51

was to identify the mechanisms at stake in the interaction between the two wave systems. Assessing52

the extent at which those mechanisms can be transposed to wind-wave growth in the ocean was the53

second objective.54

The wind-wave generation over a train of long monochromatic paddle-waves propagating along55

the wind direction is a well-documented experimental configuration (Mitsuyasu 1966; Phillips and56

Banner 1974; Donelan 1987). In these conditions, a drastic reduction on the energy density of the57

wind-wave component is unanimously observed. The intensity of this reduction increases with the58

long-wave steepness ak (where a is the wave amplitude and k the wave number). Donelan (1987)59

found a windsea elevation variance reduced by a factor of about 2.5 in presence of long waves. A60
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similar experiment by Mitsuyasu and Yoshida (1991) with long waves propagating opposite to the61

wind direction revealed wind-wave height intensification. More recently, Benetazzo et al. (2019)62

and Bailey et al. (2020) carried out experiments (in an open-air basin without a closed-loop airflow63

in the case of Bailey et al.) on wind over irregular (JONSWAP-type) paddle-waves. These latter64

experiments also showed a reduced wind-wave growth.65

Variance density spectrum E( f , θ, x, t), with f and θ are respectively the wave frequency and66

direction, is a powerful manner to describe wind-wave growth. For infinite depth, the evolution of67

E( f , θ, x, t) is governed by the spectral energy balance involving source/sink terms S( f , θ, x, t):68

dE
dt
= Sin+ Sds + Snl (1)

The left hand side is the kinematic part of the equation while the right hand side includes three69

source/sink terms corresponding to wind energy input Sin, dissipation through white-capping Sds70

and nonlinear four-wave interactions Snl .71

Experiments ofwind overmonochromaticmechanically-generatedwaves propagating in the same72

direction have received a lot of attention to provide a physical explanation to wind-wave reduction73

and to consider at what extent this effect could appear at natural scale. First, the hypothesis of74

an enhanced wave breaking of the windsea, represented by Sds, due to the addition of wind drift75

and long-wave orbital velocities, was suggested by Phillips and Banner (1974). This suggestion76

was later shaded by Wright (1976) arguing that enhanced wave breaking could not account for77

the magnitude of wind-wave reduction in the case of high wind velocities. According to Masson78

(1993), nonlinear four-wave interactions (i.e. Snl) is also involved in the physical evolution when79

the ratio of long waves over short-waves frequencies is greater than 0.6. This ratio discriminates80

the interaction between wind-waves and swell in the ocean (ratio lower than 0.6) and in most81

laboratory experiments (ratio greater than 0.6).82
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Chen and Belcher (2000) developed a model based on a sheltering effect of the long waves83

absorbing momentum from the wind, thus reducing the available momentum for wind-wave gen-84

eration (i.e. Sin). Their model delivered results in accordance with laboratory experiments but85

closely depending on the growth rate coefficient β formulated by Miles (1957) as Sin = βE , which86

is known to be highly variable, especially at laboratory scale. The growth rate coefficient itself de-87

pends on the long-wave age, C/u?, withC the long-wave (phase) celerity, u? = (τ/ρ)1/2 the friction88

velocity, τ the total turbulent shear stress and ρ the air density. Chen and Belcher’s results suggest89

that the wind-wave reduction observed in laboratory environment with young waves (C/u? << 20)90

would probably not occur with older ocean swell for which C/u? > 20. More directly, Chen and91

Belcher’s model predicts that the sheltering effect occurs when the long waves are, to a good extent,92

slower than the wind. Lately, Donelan et al. (2010) attributed the wind-wave reduction to both the93

modified airflow (i.e. Sin) and the orbital velocity gradients in the presence of the long waves.94

In our experiment, short waves were generated by the wind in a large closed-loop wind/wave95

tank facility, and long waves were generated with a wave-maker, with both cases of monochromatic96

waves and irregular (JONSWAP-type) waves. All the measurements were carried out on a fetch-97

limited wave field. The fetch limited case is a generic case of spatial wave evolution consisting in98

a steady wind forcing over a statistically stationary wave-field. The statistical wave-field can be99

related to the wave-spectrum notion.100

In order to compare our experimental results with other laboratory experiments and field obser-101

vations, an appropriate scaling has to be applied. Following Kitaigorodskii (1961), the parameters102

describing wind-wave growth are the total variance of the free-surface elevation m0 = η2 and the103

peak frequency fp as a function of the fetch X . Those variables are made dimensionless using the104
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friction velocity u? and the acceleration due to gravity g:105

f ∗p =
fpu?
g

(2)
106

m∗0 =
m0g

2

u?4 (3)
107

X∗ =
Xg

u?2 (4)

Although the wind speed 10 m above the mean free surface U10 =U(z = 10 m) is usually employed108

as a scaling wind speed, the friction velocity is chosen here since it does not depend on height and109

it better represents the momentum transfer at the air/water interface (Janssen 2004).110

The facility and the data processing methods are introduced in Section 2. The wind profiles111

determined in presence and in absence of paddle-waves, used as a scaling tool for the subsequent112

analyses, are presented in section 3. The growth of wind-waves is measured and processed in113

absence of long waves in section 4, then in presence of monochromatic waves in section 5 and114

finally with irregular waves in section 6. A comparison of these different cases and their relation115

with the prototype scale are discussed in section 7. Section 8 gives a summary of results and their116

application, followed by a further discussion on future studies on the topic.117

2. Experimental Facility and Data Processing118

a. The Facility119

The IRPHÉ/Pythéas wind-wave tank, sketched in Figure 1, consists of a closed-loop tunnel120

for air circulation with a 1.5-m-high air cavity above a basin with a test section 40-m-long and121

2.60-m-wide. The water depth h, set to 0.80 m, was kept constant during all the experiments. For122

a complete description of the facility, one can refer to Coantic et al. (1981). The wind is generated123

by an air blower in the upper part of the tunnel and guided through a settling chamber with a124

honeycomb and a converging nozzle ; this system produces a uniform airflow at the entrance of125
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the water basin. At the upwind end of the basin, an immersed paddle wave-maker (piston-type)126

can be used for generating either monochromatic or irregular waves propagating along the wind127

direction. At the downwind end, a permeable absorbing beach with a 6-degrees-slope was installed128

to minimize wave reflection. The basin side walls are punctuated with windows to observe the129

water surface. A larger 5-m-long clear glass is situated at the 25-m-fetch to perform measurements130

that require a sight on the water surface.131

For these experiments, eight resistance-type and four capacitance-type wave gauges were dis-132

tributed along the basin to measure the instantaneous free surface elevation η (Figure 1). Two133

anemometers were situated in front of the clear glass at a 25-m-fetch (Figure 1). Wind reference134

velocity Uref was measured at approximately 0.5 m above the water surface with a Gill 2D sonic135

anemometer. An additional hot film anemometer from E+E Electronik supported by a vertical136

telescopic pole allowed to measure the vertical profile of the mean (i.e. time averaged) horizontal137

velocity U(z). Friction velocity and aerodynamic roughness z0 are determined by fitting the log-138

arithmic profile (see Section 3) to the vertical time-averaged wind profile in neutral atmospheric139

conditions for all the experiments (air and water were roughly at the same temperature). The140

friction velocity is considered constant along the test section because of the slightly divergence of141

the air section along the wind-wave tank allowing a zero pressure longitudinal gradient.142

Apart from the air blower controlled with a graduated potentiometer, the control of the wave-143

maker and all the gauges output signals were gathered on a computer using a LabView program.144

Wind velocity could be generated between 2 and 14 m.s−1 (Uref) by regulating the potentiometer.145

In order to generate waves, the required temporal free surface elevation was convoluted with the146

wave-maker transfer function, and then transferred as a voltage signal from the computer to the147

piston wave-maker, converting the input signal to actual waves. Both regular (Stokes-type) and148
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irregular (JONSWAP-type) wave trains were generated. The JONSWAP spectrum is given by:149

E( f ) = αpHs
2 f 4

p

f 5 exp

[
−5

4

(
fp
f

)4
]
γ

exp
[
− ( f− fp )

2

2σ2 fp2

]
(5)

where, using the JONSWAP’s recommendations (Hasselmann et al. 1973), σ = 0.07 for f < fp and150

σ = 0.09 for f > fp, γ = 3.3 is the peak enhancement factor and αp = 0.2 is the Phillips constant.151

The significant wave height Hs and the peak frequency fp are the parameters to adjust in order to152

obtain the desired sea-state.153

To generate the time series of irregular waves, inverse FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) transforms154

of the complex amplitudes from the JONSWAP spectra (using random phases) were used over155

the frequency range [0.4-4.0] Hz. This wide range of frequency, which is the recommended156

mechanical range for the wavemaker, was necessary in order to obtain a smooth transition between157

the JONSWAPpeak and the high frequencywaves. However, thewave-makerwas able to accurately158

generate a sea-state corresponding to a JONSWAP-type spectrum over the frequency range [0.4-2.0]159

Hz. Above 2 Hz the energy distribution could slightly deviate from the f −5 desired tail.160

Acquisition of wave gauges signals were launched from the computer for a 20 minutes duration161

at the sampling rate 256 Hz. Before every acquisition, it was verified that the waves in the wave162

tank were in stationary fetch-limited conditions by waiting a sufficient long time before acquiring163

data. During the experiments with wind, the instantaneous horizontal wind velocity was measured164

using the hot film anemometer from the lower point above the water surface (i.e. slightly above165

the highest wave) at about ten vertically distributed points over a range of 20 cm and a duration166

of 240 s to obtain the vertical profile of the mean horizontal velocity. In order to be able to167

differentiate swell from wind-waves, the mechanically-generated wave frequency (respectively the168

peak frequency for irregular waves) was chosen equal to 0.6 Hz. This choice accounts for the169

wind-waves lower peak frequency reaching 1 Hz at maximum fetch and maximum wind velocity.170
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Using the dispersion relation for the long waves, the non-dimensional depth kh = 1.33 corre-171

sponds to intermediate water depth. Thus, bottom friction slightly dissipates the paddle-waves as172

they propagate along the tank. Bottom friction and additionnal dissipation mechanisms, such as173

sidewalls friction, that occur in laboratory experiments have been quantified using Dorn’s formula174

(Dorn 1966). At the downwind end of the tank, more than 95 % of the long wave energy is con-175

served. Wind-waves, however, are short enough (kh > 3) to be considered as propagating in deep176

water and unaffected by bottom friction. Wind-wave dissipation by sidewalls remains weak since177

their wavelenghts is much smaller than the channel width (Shemer 2019). Overall, the dissipation178

due to bottom and sidewalls friction is relatively low and is not further considered in the present179

study.180

Table 1 gathers the characteristics of all the tests presented in this paper.181

b. Spectral Separation Methods182

A spectral approach was chosen to characterize the interaction between wave systems. Spectra183

were calculated using the Welch method by partitioning the surface elevation time records into184

shorter records of 16384 points with a 50 % overlap and a Hanning windowing. Depending on the185

sea-states, the resulting spectra were unimodal (wind-waves only, irregular swell only) or multi-186

modal (monochromatic swell with harmonics, swell and wind-waves combination). Separating187

wave systems inmulti-modal sea-states is necessary to have access to their individual characteristics188

(e.g. significant wave height, peak period, spectral width) in order to compare windsea growth with189

and without swell for instance. In the literature, this separation is commonly performed using a190

transition frequency that divides the wave spectrum in two parts: swell and windsea. That method191

works while the peaks of both wave systems are sufficiently separated. In some cases, as it will be192

shown in this paper, windsea and swell components are overlapping, making difficult the separation193
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with the former method. Two methods to separate the mechanically-generated wave part from the194

wind-wave part of multi-modal spectra are introduced in this section. The first method deals with195

the multi-modal sea-states with a monochromatic swell. The second method refers to multi-modal196

sea-states with a JONSWAP-type swell. Both methods are based on curve-fitting using a nonlinear197

least square method, and are described below.198

The generation of monochromatic long waves with the wave-maker leads to the generation of199

additional super-harmonic waves in intermediate depth conditions. These harmonics occupy the200

same frequency range as the windsea making difficult the distinction between the proper energies201

and peak frequencies of these overlapping systems. The first stage of the method consists in the202

removal of the spectral bands containing the frequencies of the monochromatic wave harmonics203

into the initially measured multi-modal spectrum. The removed number of points is arbitrary and204

depends upon the width of the corresponding harmonic peaks. Thus, although the wind-wave205

peak then becomes discontinuous at this stage, its shape is conserved. The next stage is to fit206

the discontinuous wind-wave spectral peak with a JONSWAP-type spectrum initialized with the207

triplet ( fp,Hs, γ = 3.3). The initial value of the significant wave height Hs is equal to the integral208

of the spectrum and the initial peak frequency fp is equal to the maximum value of the spectrum.209

The fitted JONSWAP-type spectrum enables to access the energy and the peak frequency of the210

wind-wave part of the spectrum. Then, the harmonic-only part of the spectrum can be obtained by211

subtracting the wind-wave part from the initially measured multi-modal spectrum.212

A spectrum combining irregular-swell and wind-waves can be decomposed using the following213

procedure inspired from Mackay (2011). First, a unimodal JONSWAP-type spectrum E+ (see214

(5)) is fitted on the bimodal measured spectrum Em using the triplet ( f +p ,H+s , γ+ = 3.3) as initial215

values: H+s is determined using the integral of Em and f +p is equal to the frequency of the higher216

peak. For this first fit, the peak frequency is a constant parameter in order to fit the higher peak217
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only. The resulting fitted triplet is ( f +p ,H+s ′, γ+′) (the prime denoting the fitted parameters). A218

second triplet ( f −p ,H−s , γ− = 3.3) is used as initial value for the second (i.e. the lower) peak with219

H−s from the integral of E− = Em − E+ and f −p as the peak frequency of E−. The sum of two220

JONSWAP-type spectra (i.e. bimodal) E− + E+ is fitted on the bimodal measured spectrum Em221

using ( f −p ,H−s , γ−) and ( f +p ,H+s ′, γ+′) as initial values. Thus, the measured spectrum is decomposed222

in two JONSWAP-type spectra permitting to determine the energy and peak frequency of each223

wave system.224

An illustration of the spectral separation of a measured bimodal spectrum is given in Figure225

2. The figure shows that the spectra resulting from the spectral separation are an accurate fit for226

both long-wave and wind-wave peaks but slightly deviate from the measured spectrum in the high227

frequency range. It is also interesting to note the slight reduction of wind-wave energy at the228

peak of the wind-wave spectrum whether the spectrum is separated or included in the bimodal229

spectrum. This last observation proves the necessity of a proper separation of each wave system230

in a multi-modal measured spectrum so that they can be compared to the wave systems observed231

individually in unimodal measured spectra as it will be performed in the following.232

3. Estimation of the Vertical Wind Profile233

Among the numerous methods for estimating wind fluxes, the profile method was used for this234

experiment. Thus, the airflow above water waves is considered analogous to that above a stationary235

rough surface. Assuming a constant flux layer and using theMonin and Obukhov (1954) turbulence236

similarity theory, the vertical velocity wind profile is assumed logarithmic and may be written as:237

U(z) = u?
κ

ln
(

z
z0

)
(6)
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where κ = 0.41 is the von Karman constant and z0 is the aerodynamic roughness. The measured238

vertical evolution of the mean horizontal wind velocity is fitted with the logarithmic turbulent239

velocity profile (6). In that way, the friction velocity and the aerodynamic roughness are found for240

cases with and without paddle-waves.241

Figure 3 displays the vertical profiles of the averaged horizontal wind velocity with and without242

paddle-waves, for monochromatic and irregular waves. The measured wind velocities have an243

overall tendency to increase when paddle-waves are present. Regarding the fitted logarithmic244

profiles, paddle-waves have a trend to increase the friction velocity, thus inducing an increase in245

the total shear stress τ at the air/water interface. Those results are in disagreement with Chen and246

Belcher (2000) who designed a model for the reduction of wind-waves due to long monochromatic247

waves based on the absence of variation of the total stress with long-wave steepness.248

However, the large error-bars corresponding to the standard deviation in the calculation of the249

mean horizontal velocity depicted in Figure 3 show the uncertainties associatedwith the logarithmic250

fit. Thus, there is a high degree of uncertainty in the estimation of u?. Regarding themeasurements,251

two evaluations of the friction velocity in the same experimental conditions could lead to a 20 %252

variation in the results. Additionally, water sprays at high wind speed (e.g. Uref = 14 m.s−1)253

could invalidate the measurements by reaching the hot film and cooling down its temperature, thus254

measuring abnormally high velocities. Overall, the logarithmic profile is prone to be criticized for255

a wind-over-long-wave use.256

Due to the uncertainties previously mentioned, the measured data will be scaled using a unique257

friction velocity for each wind speed. This friction velocity is determined using the profile method258

on pure windsea cases (see Figure 3). Thus, the measurement uncertainties added by the presence259

of long waves are avoided, but possible effects of such waves on the wind friction velocity will be260

ignored. Shemer (2019) observed that the friction velocity does not depend notably on the fetch261
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in a similar fetch-limited case. Using this latter observation in our study, the friction velocity is262

assumed to be constant along the fetch with an impact of the surface drift velocity considered as263

negligible (Shemer 2019).264

4. Wind-Wave Growth265

This section aims to verify the similarities on fetch-limited wind-wave growth between our266

results, anterior laboratory experiments and ocean measurements. In this section, experimental267

data with wind only (i.e. without mechanically-generated waves) are analyzed.268

Laboratory experiments are, on one hand, necessary to facilitate the understanding of wind-wave269

growth through controlled conditions. On the other hand, limitations are present due the limited270

size and the peculiarities from a wave tank to another. To quantify these limitations, fetch-limited271

cases of wind-wave growth under four increasing wind velocities have been carried out in the272

wind-wave tank. In Figure 4, the evolution of the measured dimensionless wind-wave energy and273

peak frequency are plotted and compared to two selected empirical laws. The first one is Mitsuyasu274

and Rikiishi (1978) law exclusively based on laboratory experiments:275

m∗0 = 4.49×10−5(X∗)1.282 and f ∗p = 1.19(X∗)−0.357 (7)

The second one is Kahma and Calkoen (1992) law for stable stratification (adapted to friction276

velocity scaling fromKomen et al. (1994)) obtained from a collection of laboratory and ocean data:277

m∗0 = 7.3×10−4(X∗)0.85 and f ∗p = 0.477(X∗)−0.26 (8)

Figure 4 shows the differences in wind-wave growth depending on the wind speed in our experi-278

ments. At high wind speed, Uref ≥ 10 m.s−1, energy and peak frequency exhibit a linear evolution279
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with fetch in log-log coordinates confirming a power law behavior. Additionally, this power law280

appears to be in accordance with Mitsuyasu and Rikiishi (1978)’s law.281

At lower wind speed, water surface tension affects the evolution of wind-wave energy, especially282

because most of the waves are short, hence in the capillary-gravity range, where surface tension283

strongly modifies the wave dynamics. The case Uref = 6 m.s−1 is characterized by a two-stage284

evolution that clearly appears in the energy variation: the first stage, X∗ < 103, shows a strong285

slope which is attenuated, in a second stage, at larger fetches. Surface tension impact thus decreases286

gradually as the waves grow. The second stage, X∗ > 103, is linear and parallel to Mitsuyasu and287

Rikiishi’s power law indicating that the surface tension effect on waves is lower. Wind-waves288

generated by a 4 m.s−1 wind deviate markedly from both the experimental curves for higher wind289

speeds and empirical laws: surface tension seems to have a significant effect in that case.290

Moreover, both dimensionless energy and peak frequencymagnitudes agree reasonably well with291

Kahma and Calkoen’s law. The differences with this latter law lie in the variations of the variables292

with fetch. Since Mitsuyasu and Rikiishi’s law is a good fit for our experimental data variations,293

absolute value of the power coefficients from Kahma and Calkoen’s law (0.85 for the energy, 0.26294

for the peak frequency in (8)) appear somewhat too low to accurately describe laboratory data295

(corresponding exponents are 1.282 for the energy, 0.357 for the peak frequency in (7)). Recently,296

Shemer (2019) also fitted power laws to a set of small-scale experiments, and found exponents in297

rather good agreement with the values obtained here, namely 1.012 for the energy and 0.27 for the298

peak frequency.299

Another relevant comparison with empirical law can be done using Toba’s 3/2 law (Toba 1997):300

H∗s = 0.062( f ∗p )3/2 (9)
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or in term of energy formulation301

m∗0 = 2.4×10−4( f ∗p )3 (10)

This law is well adapted to ocean measurements. Contrary to power law previously mentioned the302

fetch does not appear in this relation. This is a benefit since the fetch is difficult to define in the303

real ocean because of the wind changing speed and direction. Note that the previous two sets of304

laws (7) and (8) disagree with (10) in the sense that the ratio of their power coefficients is slightly305

above the value of 3 as claimed by Toba.306

Figure 5 shows the agreement between our experimental results and Toba’s law. In line with307

Figure 4, once wind-waves are long enough to be free from surface tension effect (i.e. below a308

certain peak frequency or above a certain wind speed) Toba’s law is well adapted to describe our309

experimental data set.310

This section proved that laboratory experiments are, to a good extent, appropriate to describe311

short fetch evolution of a growing windsea in the ocean. From this observation, long mechanically-312

generated waves representing swell are now added to the system in order to observe their effect on313

the growing windsea.314

5. Effect of Monochromatic Paddle-Waves on Wind-Wave Growth315

To assess the effect of (following) swell on wind-wave growth we repeated the same wind forcing316

conditions of the previous section with now long monochromatic paddle-waves generated at X = 0317

mwith the wave-maker. Two values of steepness of these long waves were considered: ak = 2.7 %318

and ak = 5.6 %, with a = H/2 =
√

2m0 the wave amplitude and k the wavenumber, corresponding319

to wave frequency f = 0.6 Hz. In Figure 6, those wave conditions are added on the diagram320

proposed by Le Méhauté (1976). This permits to visualize that the long waves have moderate level321

of nonlinearity, lying in the validity domain of Stokes second order wave theory. As will be seen322
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hereafter, harmonic modes of the fundamental forcing frequency will be present in the analyzed323

spectra.324

In the wave tank, the addition of these regular long waves had the direct and visible effect of325

attenuating the wind-waves. Figure 7 illustrates this interaction through the spatial evolution of326

the variance density spectrum for the wind speed Ure f = 10 m.s−1. For that purpose, the pure327

wind-wave spectrum is compared to the spectrum combining wind-waves and paddle-waves. The328

semi-log scale in Figure 7 emphasizes the generation of wind-waves at high frequencies. At short329

fetch (from 0 to 10 m), wind-wave peak frequency in the presence of long waves deviates from the330

pure wind-wave peak frequency: the wind-wave peak frequency becomes lower as the steepness of331

the long-wave increases. This downshift is evenmore pronounced at a lower wind speed (not shown332

here). The frequency deviation from the pure windsea growth is also depicted in Figure 8 using333

the spectral decomposition presented in Section 2.b. A possible explanation for this downshift is334

the presence of high frequency harmonics initiating wind-wave growth at frequencies lower than335

in the absence of paddle-waves. The induced frequency shift reduces at larger fetch and eventually336

vanishes. Thus, the progression of the wind-wave peak towards low frequencies is slowed down in337

the presence of long monochromatic waves.338

Donelan (1987) drew attention to the slowed rate of progression of the paddle-modified windsea339

peak towards low frequencies with increasing fetch. In his 100-m-long tank, the introduction of340

long waves upshifted the windsea peak frequency at large fetch (X ∼ 70 m). This tendency of the341

pure windsea peak to overtake the paddle-modified one in its progression towards low frequencies342

could be imagined as a scenario in our case with an extended fetch: in Figure 8, an hypothetical343

spatial extension of the ak = 5.6 % peak frequency evolution towards higher fetch would probably344

lead to the observation of Donelan. According to him, the frequency shift previously described345

could be due to an alteration of the dispersion relation when a paddle-wave passes through a group346
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of wind-waves, resulting in a detuning of the resonance leading to a modified nonlinear quartet347

interaction. This hypothesis is also relevant to explain the broadening of the paddle-modified348

wind-wave peak in its forward face (low-frequency).349

Regarding the relative energy of wind-wave, paddle-waves broaden and flatten the corresponding350

spectral peak (Figure 7) resulting in a total energy (m0, see Figure 8) smaller than the total energy351

of pure windsea. This observation is in line with previous studies (Mitsuyasu 1966; Phillips and352

Banner 1974; Donelan 1987). At fixed wind speed and for a given fetch, wind-wave total energy353

decreases as the steepness of the paddle-wave increases. This dependence on steepness has been354

related to a sheltering effect by Chen and Belcher (2000).355

In the high frequency tail of the spectra in Figure 7, a small wind-wave harmonic can be observed356

at about 2 times the wind-wave peak frequency, for the pure wind-wave case, and to a lesser extent357

with paddle-waves of steepness ak = 2.7 %. It is hardly noticeable with paddles-waves of steepness358

ak = 5.6 %. The decrease of this second harmonic peak as the long-wave steepness increases is a359

consequence of the reduction of the amplitude of the main wind-wave spectral peak with increasing360

long-wave steepness, resulting in a lower nonlinearity level of the wind wave component. Except361

for this difference, the high frequency tail is not altered in the presence of paddle-waves. This362

last observation is in disagreement with Donelan (1987) who noticed a higher tail for the cases363

including paddle-waves.364

A semi log-scale is necessary to observe the high frequency behaviour of wave-spectra but365

differences around the spectral peaks are usually less visible. Removing the semi log-scale permits366

to discern the location of the significant energy in the spectra. Figure 9 shows the energy transfers367

differentiating so called “pure” paddle-waves (a) and “pure” wind-waves (b) cases from the paddle-368

wave-plus-wind-wave combination (c) using a direct subtraction between the measured spectra.369

The pink area is a good illustration of the interaction between long monochromatic waves and370
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short wind-waves. The wind-wave reduction previously observed appears in the negative pink area371

between 1.25 and 2 Hz. The pink area under the first harmonic shows the amplification of the372

monochromatic paddle-waves. A striking effect illustrated in Figure 9 is the amplification of the373

second harmonic of the paddle-waves by the wind: negligible in Figure 9.a, the second harmonic374

is prominent and even more amplified than the first harmonic in Figure 9.c. This amplification is375

a consequence of the frequency of the second harmonic of the fundamental mode of the paddle-376

waves lying in the frequency band of the wind wave peak. Though less marked, this effect also377

manifests on the third harmonic at 1.8 Hz. In the same vein, it is observed in Figure 7 that higher-378

order harmonics of the paddle-waves are significantly amplified (see for instance the spectra with379

paddle-waves of steepness ak = 5.6 % for fetches from 10 to 20 m, for which the third harmonic is380

highly enhanced so has to become higher than the second harmonic. Thus, higher-order harmonics381

plays an important role in the interaction between both wave systems. These ideal waves enable382

a separation of the physical phenomena taking part into wave systems interactions. But adverse383

effects such as the amplification of wave harmonics can alter the direct comparison with ocean384

waves.385

6. Effect of Irregular Paddle-Waves on Wind-Wave Growth386

In order to consider a more realistic long-wave system representing swell, a JONSWAP-type387

sea-state was generated in the wave tank. The spatial evolution of the bimodal sea-states with fetch388

is compared to the pure windsea case using a spectral representation in Figure 10. In this section,389

the steepness ak of the irregular waves is defined as a = Hs/(2
√

2) =
√

2m0 and k = kp. Using this390

definition, monochromatic and irregular waves with the same steepness have the same energy.391

As in Figure 7, the spatial evolution of spectra with fetch is shown in Figure 10. A striking effect392

is the downshift of the wind-wave peak frequency in the presence of long irregular waves. The393
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downshift appears at the earliest stage of wind-wave growth (fetch X = 1.99 m in Figure 10) and394

has the tendency to increase with increasing paddle-wave steepness. It then slightly reduces with395

fetch but remains significant even at the maximal fetch (i.e. X = 29.98 m).396

Figure 11 depicts different slopes in the non-dimensional peak-frequency evolution depending on397

the presence of paddle-waves and their relative steepness: the progression towards low-frequency398

is slowed down with increasing paddle-waves steepness. A likely cause for the downshift is the399

presence of paddle-wave energy at relatively high frequencies initiating wind-wave growth at lower400

frequencies than for the pure windsea case.401

Regarding the wind-wave energy, a small amplification effect due to long irregular waves is402

shown in Figure 11 for the wind speed Uref = 14 m.s−1. This amplification, more significant at403

short fetch, has a tendency to reduce with increasing fetch. This reflects a slower energy variation404

with fetch in the presence of irregular paddle-waves. At lower wind speed, this small amplification405

becomes a small reduction at the maximal fetch (see table 1).406

Overall, the effect of irregular waves on wind-wave energy appears weaker compared to407

monochromatic waves of the same energy. In the present study, the absence of a clear reduc-408

tion of the windsea energy due to the presence of irregular paddle-waves is in disagreement with409

Benetazzo et al. (2019) and Bailey et al. (2020). A plausible explanation for these diverging obser-410

vations, based on Benetazzo et al. (2019), is an insufficient separation between the wave systems411

leading to a misinterpretation of the spectra combining wind-waves and paddle-waves. Using412

Figure 10 to illustrate this latter remark, if one only considers the energy at the peak frequency413

of the pure windsea, the presence of paddle-waves indeed causes a wind-wave reduction at this414

particular frequency. Thus, it is only by considering the downshift that one can observe wind-wave415

energy has not been reduced but downshifted towards lower frequencies. Figure 10 in the paper of416

Benetazzo et al. (2019) shows that the wind-wave peak frequency downshift cannot be observed in417
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their case due to the presence of the paddle-wave peak at 1 Hz. A lower paddle-wave frequency, in418

our case, permits the observation of this downshift.419

7. Discussion420

a. Wind-Wave Generation on Long Mechanically-Generated Waves421

The effect of both monochromatic and irregular long waves on windsea have been studied422

experimentally in a wind-wave flume. Although these long-wave systems are very different in term423

of spectral shape, their comparison in the presence of wind provides new insight about the physical424

processes at stake in the interaction between long waves and short wind-waves.425

In the wind-wave generation process, a first impact of paddle-waves lies in the interaction with426

the airflow. It has been shown in Figure 3 that the vertical profile of wind speed is modified427

in the presence of paddle-waves. This observation is not surprising since the wind stress is428

mainly supported by waves traveling slower than the wind which is the case for both wind-waves429

and paddle-waves in our experiments. Additionally, the use of the logarithmic profile method430

to determine the friction velocity and the aerodynamic roughness seems questionable since the431

presence of long waves propagating slower than the wind is prone to invalidate the analogy with the432

airflow above a stationary rough plate. A method free from the logarithmic profile hypothesis, such433

as the eddy-correlation method using a thin cross-X hot wire anemometer, would be more adapted434

for the characterization of the airflow in the presence of paddle-waves; this is left for further work.435

The other facet of this interaction lies in the amplification of paddle-waves that absorb momentum436

from the wind.437

The physical process, named ’sheltering effect’ by Chen and Belcher (2000), mostly affects the438

wind-wave energy and occurs especially with monochromatic paddle-waves. The main character-439
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istic differentiating these latter waves from the irregular waves is the distribution of wave energy440

over a range of frequencies. The wave trough between two consecutive crests of the dominant wave441

mode is much deeper with monochromatic paddle-waves than with irregular ones. In the case of442

irregular paddle-waves, the troughs are often “filled” with other wave modes causing lower height443

differences between crests and troughs than in the monochromatic case.444

Regarding the wind-wave evolution in the frequency domain, irregular and monochromatic long445

waves have the similar property to downshift the early generation frequency of the wind-waves as446

it is visible at short fetch in Figures 7 and 10. This effect is even more pronounced with irregular447

waves. The paddle-waves bring some initial energy at high frequencies with the high frequency448

harmonics for the monochromatic case and the high frequency tail in the irregular case. This initial449

energy seems to facilitate wind-wave growth at a lower frequencies than in absence of paddle-waves450

where no initial energy is present. With irregular paddle-waves, the energy continuum brought by451

the high frequency tail of the spectrum amplifies this property, thus initiating wind-wave growth452

with a higher energy and a lower frequency than without paddle-waves. Thus, the wind energy453

input at the early stage of wind-wave growth is somehow shifted towards lower frequencies and454

added to existing waves when an initial sea state is present.455

As it has been seen in Figure 8 and 11, the evolution of wind-wave energy and peak-frequencies456

with fetch using log-scaled axis can be approximated by straight lines. Thus, in the same manner457

of the previously used empirical power laws, the wind-wave growth observed in our tank can458

be described using power laws. Table 1 gathers the power laws parameters providing a concise459

summary of our results on wind-wave growth with and without paddle-waves. In Table 1, the460

absolute values of coefficients c and e globally decrease with paddle-waves steepness, showing461

that both the variations of wind-wave energy and peak-frequencies with fetch become milder.462

Additionally, these variations are even more softened in the presence of irregular paddle-waves.463
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Several physical processes can account for the slowing down of the wind-wave energy increase464

with fetch. At this point, the reduced wind-wave energy evolution with monochromatic paddle-465

waves must be distinguished from the slightly amplified wind-wave energy with irregular paddle-466

waves in comparison with the pure windsea (see Figures 8 and 11). The slowed increase of467

wind-wave energy with monochromatic paddle-waves, that has been extensively studied in the468

past, has been related to wind-wave enhanced dissipation (Phillips and Banner 1974), long-wave469

sheltering effect (Chen and Belcher 2000) and nonlinear wave-wave interactions (Masson 1993).470

However, this latter process is only significant when the ratio of long waves over short-waves471

frequencies is less than 0.6 according to Masson (1993). This condition is not satisfied in our case472

with the first harmonic of the monochromatic waves, yet wind-waves could be interacting with the473

second harmonic closer to the wind wave peak (Figure 9). If an analogous analysis is performed474

on the slowed increase of wind-wave energy with fetch in the presence of irregular waves, since475

the sheltering effect is certainly reduced due to the spectral property, only enhanced dissipation476

and nonlinear wave-wave interaction are possible candidates. In this latter case, Masson’s ratio is477

0.6 at maximal fetch implying a weak nonlinear interaction between wave systems. The remaining478

candidate would be the enhanced wave breaking due to wind-wave interaction with the addition of479

long waves orbital velocities and wind drift as formulated by Phillips and Banner (1974).480

The slowed rate of progression of the windsea peak towards lower frequencies with increasing481

fetch can be related to nonlinear interactions. With monochromatic paddle-waves, Donelan (1987)482

suggested that the wind-wave energy transfer towards low frequencies might be reduced due to483

wind-waves reduced steepness, thus nonlinearity, compared to pure windsea. This latter suggestion484

can be illustrated in Figure 12 where the wind-wave energy is expressed as a function of the wind-485

wave peak frequency. In this figure, wind-wave growth in the presence of paddle-waves (blue and486

red dots respectively for monochromatic and irregular paddle-waves) are situated below the pure487
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wind-wave growth (black dots). Thus, at a fixed wind-wave energy, the corresponding wind-wave488

peak frequencies in the presence of paddle-waves are lower than in the pure wind sea case. Since a489

lower wave frequency relates to a lower wavenumber k (using the dispersion relation) and the wave490

energy is proportional to the squared wave amplitude a, it appears that the wind-wave steepness491

is reduced in the presence of paddle-waves. Additionally, Figure 12 shows that the wind-wave492

steepness is even more lowered when irregular paddle-waves are present. This latter observation493

suggests that nonlinear interactions are a good candidate to explain the slowed decrease of wind494

wave peak frequency with fetch in the case with irregular waves.495

b. Relation to Wind Waves Growth at Prototype Scale496

The extent at witch our experimental results, can be generalized at natural scale is discussed in the497

following. As mentioned in Introduction, the main difference between laboratory and natural scale498

measurements lies in thewave age of the swell. While thewind velocity conditions produced during499

the experiment are close to that observed in natural conditions, the mechanically-generated waves500

representing swell are significantly shorter, thus slower, than the swell conditions encountered in501

the ocean. Thus, an appropriate scaling was performed to compare our experiments with equivalent502

natural scale observations. Being aware of the main differences in term of wave age, qualitative503

comparisons permitted to draw tendencies about the physical processes involved in the interaction504

between swell and wind-waves at natural scale.505

First, an effortwas devoted to the determination of thewind friction velocity in order to perform an506

accurate scaling. Some doubts were formulated regarding the measuring device and the pertinence507

of the logarithmic profile method to determine the friction velocity in the presence of paddle-waves.508

Using ocean buoys measurements, Vincent et al. (2019) showed that the friction velocity tends to509

increase with swell steepness especially at low wind speeds. A similar trend is observed in Figure510
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3 as the friction velocity increases with the long paddle-waves. To confirm the similarities between511

both scales, it would be necessary to use a method free from the logarithmic profile analogy for512

the wind profile characterization.513

As it was highlighted in section 4, wind-wave growth (without paddle-waves) in laboratories514

shows similarities with that at natural scale. To observe these similarities, laboratory wind-waves515

must be long enough to be free from surface tension effects. Then, the wind-wave energy and516

peak frequency (Figure 4) were close to Kahma and Calkoen’s empirical relations, representing517

wind-wave growth at natural scale, but slightly deviated in terms of variations with increasing518

fetch.519

The introduction of paddle-waves, representing swell, significantly modifies the wind-wave field.520

First, monochromatic paddle-waves cause a reduction of wind-wave energy. This reduction has521

received numerous interpretations that reached an agreement on the fact that the physical processes522

responsible for that reduction are proper to steep short waves (equivalent to paddle-waves in natural523

reservoirs) traveling slower than the wind (i.e. C <<U10). This wind-wave reduction phenomenon524

was used to design a reduced wind input model for high frequencies waves (i.e. waves with525

a wave age equivalent to paddle-wave) and high winds in Ardhuin et al. (2010). Some gray526

areas remain on the role played by the monochromatic wave harmonics in the modification of the527

wind-wave growth. The prominence of these harmonics is principally inherent in laboratory steep528

monochromatic paddle-waves and might damage the relation with wind-waves at natural scale.529

Secondly, the wind-wave peak frequency and its variations with increasing fetch are modified530

in the presence of either irregular or, to a lower extent, monochromatic paddle-waves. In Figures531

8 and 11, the wind-wave peak frequency variations with fetch are closer to Kahma and Calkoen’s532

than toMitsuyasu and Rikiishi’s power laws although the latter is specific for laboratory wind-wave533

growth. In Table 1, the same tendency can be observed by comparing the power law coefficient534
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e in the presence of paddle waves with the corresponding coefficient in Kahma and Calkoen’s535

law (e = −0.26). Furthermore, in the presence of irregular paddle-waves, wind-wave energy536

evolution with increasing fetch follows this agreement with Kahma and Calkoen relations. This537

accordance can be observed in Figure 11 or by comparing the power law coefficient c in Table538

1 with the coefficient c = 0.85 of Kahma and Calkoen. Finally, irregular paddle-waves seem to539

restore wind-wave growth as it is observed at natural scale.540

8. Conclusion541

A series of experiments were carried out at IRPHÉ/Pythéas wind-wave tank in Marseilles. The542

interactions between long paddle-waves, representing swell, and short wind-waves were investi-543

gated with both monochromatic and irregular paddle-waves. An analysis was performed in order544

to identify the interaction mechanisms that can be transported at prototype scale.545

Wind-wave growth was studied in absence of paddle-waves to assess the similarities with existing546

experiments. It was found that, after the young wind-waves emancipate from the gravity-capillary547

state, wind-wave growth is in agreement with laboratory based empirical laws but differ from more548

general laws (i.e. laws valid at prototype scale) in terms of variations with fetch.549

By calculating the vertical profile of the wind horizontal velocity using the logarithmic profile550

method, the friction velocity had a tendency to increase in the presence of paddle-waves. However,551

the measurements uncertainties added to the limited validity of the logarithmic profile method552

to characterize the airflow in the presence of long paddle-waves prevented a more quantitative553

analysis. The use of a more accurate method, such as the eddy correlation method, is let for further554

work.555

The interactions between wind and paddle-waves have repercussions on the wave systems. The556

paddle-waves are amplified by the wind which echoes back to the sheltering effect highlighted by557
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Chen and Belcher (2000). With monochromatic paddle-waves, this shelter effect seems to affect558

wind-wave growth by reducing the quantity of momentum available for wind-wave generation.559

In this latter case, the wind mostly impacts the wind-wave energy. Thus, the wind-wave peak560

frequency evolution with fetch is similar to wind only conditions, resulting in a reduced wind-wave561

steepness in the presence of monochromatic paddle-waves.562

The effect of irregular paddle-waves on wind-wave growth is quite different since the wind-563

wave parameter affected by this interaction is mostly the wind-wave peak frequency. The energy564

continuum brought by the paddle-waves high frequency tail initiates wind-wave growth at a lower565

frequency than in the absence of paddle-waves. Thus, it was found that the irregular low frequency566

waves downshift wind-wave peak frequency in a significant manner. The wind-wave energy being567

only slightly impacted by comparison with the peak-frequency, irregular paddle-waves reduces568

wind-wave steepness even more than in the monochromatic paddle-wave case.569

The similarities between the action of monochromatic and irregular paddle-waves on wind-wave570

growth lie in the wind-wave energy and peak frequencies reduced variations with fetch. It is571

interesting to note that most laboratory measurements, for example Mitsuyasu and Rikiishi (1978),572

display an accelerated wind-wave growth (i.e. wind-wave energy increases faster and the peak573

frequency reduces faster) by comparison with ocean measurements, illustrated here by Kahma and574

Calkoen (1992)’s empirical law. Especially with irregular paddle-waves, which is a more faithful575

reproduction of a typical ocean sea-state, wind-wave growth is somehow in accordance with576

Kahma and Calkoen (1992)’s law. A result from this latter observation is that wind-wave growth577

in laboratories seems closer to wind-wave growth at prototype scale when irregular paddle-waves578

are present.579

Finally, our experiments provide a valuable database for validating a spectral wave model. From580

this database, spectral wave model performances can be assessed under generic conditions for581
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both wind and wave forcing. Using the separation of the physical mechanisms at the root of582

wind-wave generation in the spectral energy balance equation (1), the ability of the spectral wave583

model in reproducing wind-wave growth with and without paddle-waves might enable to identify584

the mechanisms at the origin of the wave systems interactions observed in laboratory. Ultimately,585

the use of a spectral wave model may help to evaluate the extent at which the mechanisms observed586

in laboratories can be transposed to prototype scale.587
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Uref (m.s−1) 6 10 14

U10 (m.s−1) 9 13 20

u? (m.s−1) 0.31 0.48 0.88

z0 ×104(m) 1.4 1.6 9.3

Swell type ak (%) (b×104, c)

Monochromatic 5.6 (0.13, 1.28) (0.59, 1.05) -

2.7 (2.00, 0.99) (0.31, 1.29) (4.61, 0.82)

0.0 (0.02, 1.64) (0.11, 1.50) (0.52, 1.30)

Irregular 2.7 (2.16, 1.01) (0.96, 1.17) (1.27, 1.18)

4.1 (2.68, 1.01) (7.56, 0.90) (5.47, 0.91)

Swell type ak (%) (d, e)

Monochromatic 5.6 (0.60,−0.28) (0.64,−0.30) -

2.7 (1.68,−0.42) (1.27,−0.38) (0.86,−0.33)

0.0 (3.46,−0.50) (1.36,−0.39) (0.89,−0.33)

Irregular 2.7 (0.06,−0.01) (0.28,−0.20) (0.34,−0.22)

4.1 (0.11,−0.11) (0.07,−0.02) (0.21,−0.14)

Table 1. Wind characteristics and corresponding power law coefficients representing the fetch dependence of

windsea peak frequency and energy (m∗0 = b(X∗)c and f ∗p = d(X∗)e). The lines with bold characters refer to the

pure windsea cases.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the IRPHÉ/Pythéas wind-wave tank facility showing the location of the measuring devices.

The vertical exaggeration is × 5.
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